


“Have you been to a farm? What did they grow there? Can you 
imagine a time before there were machines to help with the 
work? Learn about how people stopped looking for food in the wild 
and started to farm animals and plants instead.”
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•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion on Farming.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Discuss new vocabulary:  blankets  cotton  ground

•  Refer to the glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Foster visual discrimination:  grew/grow  food/feed

•  Locate compound words: everyone  sunshine

•  Notice silent letters:  knew  learned

•  Refer to captions to expand on text.

•  Promote drama, writing or art as a follow-up activity.
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Long  before  farming  began,  people  
found  their  food  where  it  grew.

berries
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When  food  and  water  ran  out  
and  there  were  no  more  animals  
to  catch,  everyone  had  to  move 
to  the  next  place,  to  find  more.
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